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Lightrock – a global private equity platform investing for People, 
Planet and Productivity/Tech for good
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60+
Private equity professionals 

and growing

60+
Investments in companies built by 

mission-driven entrepreneurs

4 continents
Broad geographic reach enables 

leveraging of best-practices

300+years
Investment experience of all 

professionals combined

13
Sustainable Development 

Goals impacted
An institution backed by



We are among the pioneers in impact investing since 2007
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2007

The activities of 
Lightrock have 
been initiated by 
HSH Prince Max 
von und zu 
Liechtenstein as 
part of LGT 
Venture 
Philanthropy

2019

The first 
Lightrock 
portfolio 
company, CMR 
Surgical, 
transforming 
minimal-access 
surgery, becomes 
a unicorn

2017

Founding of the 
European LLP in 
the UK and FCA 
approval

2013

Lightrock
launched the 1st 
social impact 
fund in the UK, 
Impact Ventures 
UK

First investment 
in India –
Varthana, a 
leading provider
of loans and 
support to 
affordable 
private schools

2009

First investment 
in Africa – Bridge 
International 
Academies, 
today’s largest 
private education 
provider in Africa

2014

First investment 
in Europe – K10, 
an award-
winning market 
leading 
Apprenticeship 
Training Agency 
in the UK

First investment 
in LatAm (Brazil) 
– DrConsulta, 
today’s largest 
private medical 
service provider in 
Brazil

2021

Closing Lightrock 
Growth Fund I at 
USD 900m, 
investing into 
scalable and 
tech-driven 
businesses 
around the key 
impact themes of 
people, planet, 
and productivity 
incl. investments 
from LGT and its 
private clients



Lightrock applies an impact mindset across three 
key investment themes derived from global challenges
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Impact MindsetInvestment themes

people > Create broader access to fundamental services and products

> Shift to more responsible and sustainable offerings

> Promote respect, diversity and inclusion

planet > Integrate resource constraints and externalities into capital 
allocation

> Promote regenerative and resource efficient systems through 
technology and business model innovation

productivity/
tech for good

> Transform inefficient legacy sectors through better business 
models and an ecosystem approach to value creation

> Invest in emerging market business infrastructure and enhance 
access to essential services and products

United Nations Sustainability 
Development Goals addressed



We have been investing in growth equity opportunities across subthemes of 
the three mega themes
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people productivityplanet

Healthcare

Education

Renewables & Circular 
Economy Transition

Sustainable Food & 
Agriculture

Smart Mobility & 
Transportation

Transforming Finance

Digital Business 
Infrastructure



 Support solutions that leverage 
innovation and technology to enable 
rapid scaling

 Entrepreneur centric and acting as
a thought partner

 Comprehensive approach to 
portfolio value creation (return and 
impact) across strategy, fundraising 
and capability development

We invest globally with a thesis driven, scale-focused, entrepreneur 
centric approach and active value creation

 Focus on key impact sectors with 
disproportional value creation and impact 
opportunities on global challenges

 Theory of change for each sector: how 
can we progress to a better future in a 
commercially viable manner

 Investing at growth stage (Series B/C) in 
companies that have a proven revenue 
model and product-market fit
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Lightrock Investment Approach



Lightrock portfolio examples across all themes and from three 
regions
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1. Healthcare

2. Education

3. Renewables & Circular Economy 
Transition

4. Sustainable Food & Agriculture

5. Smart Mobility & Transportation

6. Transforming Finance

7. Digital Business Infrastructure

Europe India LatAmImpact themes Sub-themes

Smart
coin

planet
improving resource 
efficiency

productivity/
tech for good
reimagining business 
productivity

people
unlocking human 
potential



CMR Surgical: an advanced – next generation medical 
technology company
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Business model
> Advanced medical tech company that 

has developed the Versius - a next-gen 
robotic system for minimal access 
surgery

> 2 primary revenue streams: capital sales 
(i.e. robots and instruments) and 
managed service agreements (i.e. annual 
maintenance)

Investment rationale
> Market is ripe for disruption as a single 

player has dominated the space for the 
last 20 years (Intuitive Surgical)

> Price-point and flexibility of Versius
system makes it attractive to a large 
market of potential buyers

> World class management team with 
experience scaling global robotics 
leaders in other fields

Global challenge
> Minimal access surgery has proven 

benefits for hospitals operators and 
patients alike, incl. increased economic 
efficiency and lower complication rates 

> However, minimal access surgery is 
complex to learn/ perform, and robotic 
solutions to date have been expensive 
and inefficient. And so, only a fraction of 
eligible patients receive the best care

Impact
> The system allows more patients to 

access and benefit from robotic assisted 
minimal access surgery by fitting the 
financial and operational needs and 
possibilities of ordinary public and private 
hospitals serving broad segments of the 
population

In portfolio since
2016

Healthcare

CEO 
Per Vegard Nerseth

Founded
2014

Headquarter
Cambridge, UK

cmrsurgical.com

1,000+
surgical clinical 
cases completed 
with Versius



Aknamed: a tech-enabled hospital supplies platform in 
India
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Business model
> Aknamed is building India's premier 

hospital supplies platform (in the vein of 
large international GPO players such as 
Cardinal and McKesson)

> Tech-enabled hospital supply chain 
solution– consolidating, standardizing 
and optimizing procurement for hospital, 
which reduces healthcare delivery cost

Investment rationale
> Large target addressable market 

(hospital supplies market in India 
estimated to be c. USD 13bn)

> Continued market growth expected to 
be driven by underlying growth in 
healthcare delivery, with a projected 
CAGR of 10% over the next 5 years.

> Competitive landscape is very 
fragmented: Aknamed as India’s first 
GPO.

> Effective competitive positioning as a 
first mover with an experienced team

Global challenge
> Broad segments of the global population 

unable to access high-quality medical 
care on account of cost and geographic 
remoteness

> Fragmented provider and distributor 
ecosystem leads to higher costs and 
variable quality products 

Impact
> Aknamed is building the largest supplier 

to hospitals using technology to 
improving efficiencies, product quality 
and outcomes – lowering overall cost of 
HC delivery 

> Aknamed partners with hospitals and 
manufacturers creating transparent and 
digitized supply chains that are more 
efficient

In portfolio since
2020

Healthcare

CEO 
Mahad Narayanamoni

Founded
2018

Headquarter
New Delhi, India

aknamed.com

1000+
hospitals use 
platform 

30k+
healthcare 
products available



Infarm: a leading vertical farming player in Europe
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Business model
> Innovative modular vertical farms both in 

consumer facing and industrial settings

> Farming network uses sensors and 
software controlled by a central cloud-
based system

Investment rationale
> Large, attractive market, with growth 

accelerated by recent consumer trends

> Scalable platform already in 10 countries 
and 30 cities worldwide

> Long-term contracts signed with some of 
the world’s largest retailers 

> Visionary teams with ambition to build a 
global winner

Global challenge
> The agricultural sector is a major user of 

natural resources. 

> Global food supply chain is lengthy and 
complex, generating CO2 emissions and 
food waste

Impact
> Infarm shortens the length of its supply 

chain, reducing food waste and related 
emissions

> Farms use significantly less inputs and no 
chemicals

In portfolio since
2020

Sustainable Food & 
Agriculture

CEO 
Erez Galonska

Founded
2013

Headquarter
Berlin, Germany

Infarm.com

1,000+
farms installed

35m
liters of water 
saved

90%
less food waste



Waycool: one of India's fastest growing Agri-Tech 
companies
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Business model
> Waycool is the leading  food supply 

chain platform in India - deploying 
technology to reduce value loss in the 
value chain, while also improving pricing 
and operational efficiency. 

> Waycool buys food grains, fruits and 
vegetables and manufactured food 
products directly from farmers and 
manufacturers and sells on at scale to 
food services and food retail customers.

Investment rationale
> Large addressable market, with Indian 

food market estimated to be c.$500bn

> Fragmented competitive landscape, 
dominated by unorganized traders who 
find it hard to meet the standards of 
urban consumers or the strict service 
levels of food companies

> Waycool maintains a cost advantage 
driven by rapid low cost capex 
deployment, optimized logistics planning 
and an omni-channel distribution  
strategy

Global challenge
> An efficient market for agricultural 

produce is a key requirement for food 
security and income for rural populations, 
both of which continue to be global 
challenges

> Agricultural sector is characterised by 
many inefficiencies in major markets (e.g.
food waste in the value chain of 
perishables and the large number of 
intermediaries)

Impact
> Waycool brings about significant 

efficiency gains to the fresh produce 
supply chain by disintermediation and 
the adoption of technology

> Food losses are substantially reduced
and farmers benefit from improved 
access to markets and increased income

In portfolio since
2019

Sustainable Food & 
Agriculture

CEO 
Karthik Jayaraman

Founded
2015

Headquarter
Chennai, India

waycool.in

50k+
farmers worked with

8%
food waste, down 
from traditionally 40%



CargoX: a disruptive trucking platform in Brazil
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Business model
> Disruptive trucking platform that aims to 

bridge efficiency gaps in Brazil’s logistics 
industry by automatically matching 
shippers with carriers, USING proprietary 
technology 

> Enables >700,000 truck operators to 
reduce unused capacity: improving their 
profitability and reducing transport costs 
for freight owners

Investment rationale
> CargoX is the largest marketplace in 

Brazil, with 68% market share in terms of 
trucks and 90% of all online transactions

> CargoX has created a disruptive solution 
that automatically matches supply and 
demand for freight services. 

> Additionally, CargoX developed a 
proprietary TMS technology, which was 
unique at the time of its launch and 
continues to be the most sophisticated in 
the Brazilian market

Global challenge
> Increased traffic and carbon emissions 

contribute to the global warming and 
climate change issues

> In the US only, transportation sector 
emits 1.9 billion tons of CO2 annually, 
according to the data from the U.S. 
Energy Information Administration

Impact
> CargoX makes transportation and 

logistics more efficient by reducing 
unused existing capacity and increasing 
the ratio of backhauls of truckers

> It contributes positively to the reduction 
of overall carbon emissions and provides 
up to 50% higher income for truckers who 
mostly belong to lower income 
populations

In portfolio since
April 2020

Smart Mobility & 
Transportation

CEO 
Federico Vega

Founded
2013

Headquarter
São Paulo, Brazil

cargox.com.br

13+m
tons of CO2 emissions 
avoided per year

730+k
active truckers on the 
platform



Porter: India’s largest truck booking application
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Business model
> Porter is a marketplace that provides last 

mile intra-city logistics for SMEs (the 
“Uber” of last mile logistics)

> On the supply side, Porter aggregates 
light trucks and their operators and plugs 
them into the app

> On the demand side, Porter enables 
SMEs to service their logistics needs on 
demand through an easy-to-use app

Investment rationale
> Large addressable market for mini truck 

logistics in 15 Tier-1 cities ($7bn+)

> Attractive competitive landscape, as the 
market is currently fragmented and 
Porter is the largest platform in the 
intracity logistics

> This is a natural network effects business, 
and thus scale will create a substantial 
barrier to entry for new player

> Porter stands to benefit from significant 
first mover advantage

Global challenge
> Inadequate logistics infrastructure acts 

as a drag on overall economic growth, 
and disproportionately impacts emerging 
economies

Impact
> Porter's tech platform addresses 

problems of information asymmetry, 
transparency and unreliability of delivery 
services in urban cities

> It enables delivery drivers to increase 
their efficiency, utilization and realization 
of up to two times leading to higher 
income as well as reduced carbon 
emissions

In portfolio since
2020

Smart Mobility & 
Transportation

CEO 
Pranav Goel

Founded
2014

Headquarter
Bangalore, India

Porter.in

In 8
cities present

42k+ 
active delivery 
drivers on platform



Lightrock operates as a global platform with a diverse, experienced 
team based where we invest
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Investment Professionals from 
13+ different countries 

speaking 20+ languages

5 offices across 4 continents 
(Africa, South America, Asia and 

Europe)

10 Investment Partners with 
15+ years of average PE 

experience each



Lightrock aims for intentional and measurable impact, being 
committed to Impact Management and Measurement
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Strategic impact principles and objectives Shaping the global impact debate

Measurement
Impact is measured holistically across stakeholders and 
levels with a combination of metrics and milestones and 
continuous evaluation of the trajectory to accommodate 
external changes in the ecosystem 

Intentionality
Impact is core to our strategy and portfolio construction 
with clear SDG-mapped objectives and theories of 
change driving active investment prospecting 

Value Creation
Impact is guiding the vision and culture at the portfolio 
company level and an active value creation tool to help 
entrepreneurs deliver true impact and communicate this to 
stakeholders



Lightrock’s proprietary approach to impact assessment and tracking
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Proprietary ex-ante impact assessment1

3 Integrated quarterly performance updates

2 Dynamic Impact KPI tracking

4 Value creation support and monitoring

 Set of KPIs defined and agreed at time of investment

 Combination of sector-specific KPIs (aligned with industry standards) 
and company-specific KPIs

 Impact KPIs tracked in Lightrock’s portfolio management tool (and 
form part of company reporting)

 Impact-focused value creation opportunities identified in due diligence 
and part of Value Creation Plan (VCP) 
at time of investment

 Regular company updates on implementation status 

 Active engagement and support by investment teams



Select examples of Lightrock’s global impact

Note: conservatively estimated impact reach aggregation of Lightrock’s portfolio companies as of EOY 2020 on a “since investing” basis. Lightrock FoF investments are excluded. Companies for which both B2C and B2B outreach have been 
counted are Aye Finance, Porter, Dunzo, Arya Varthana, Waycool, PharmEasy and Shiksha. 

1) aggregation alongside the most meaningful common denominator in the form of one impact KPI for the given theme
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planet
improving resource 
efficiency, sustainably

productivity/
tech for good
reimagining business 
productivity, responsibly

people
unlocking human 
potential, equitably

Global impact reach1 Select examples of direct impact 

24m
lives touched

840k SMEs

supported

500k tons

potential CO2e avoided

15’000 
businesses with 
improved customer 
communication

127’000
small merchants 
provided with better 
payment solution

7.7m
patients provided 
access to affordable 
healthcare

200 MW

renewable energy 
capacity installed

1m
rural households 
electrified with green 
energy

24 Mm3

potable water provided

USD 696m
of loans disbursed to 
SMEs

4.6m
students helped to 
achieve better 
educational outcomes

175’000
critical eye care 
treatments provided

[Select examples]
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Lightrock LLP
1 St James's Market (2nd Floor)

London, SW1Y 4AH
United Kingdom

Phone +44 207 484 2650

info@lightrock.com

Lightrock is a global private equity platform that backs 
purpose-driven entrepreneurs tackling the world’s biggest 
challenges. Since 2007, Lightrock has invested in 
companies that pursue scalable and tech-driven business 
models around the key impact themes of people, planet, 
and productivity/tech for good. Lightrock’s portfolio 
includes more than 60 high-growth companies, supported 
by over 60 professionals based in 5 offices across Europe, 
Latin America, India and Africa. Lightrock is backed by the 
Princely House of Liechtenstein and LGT, the international 
private banking and asset management group.

https://www.lightrock.com

About Lightrock



Disclaimer
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This information material was issued by Lightrock LLP, a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales (no. OC420415) with its registered office 
at 1 St James’s Market, London SW1Y 4AH, and authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and/or its affiliates (hereafter "Lightrock") with 
the greatest of care and to the best of its knowledge and belief. Lightrock provides no guarantee with regard to its content and completeness and does not 
accept any liability for losses which might arise from making use of this information. The opinions expressed in this document are those of Lightrock at the 
time of writing and are subject to change at any time without notice. If nothing is indicated to the contrary, all figures are unaudited. This document is 
provided for information purposes only and is for the exclusive use of the recipient. It does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell financial 
instruments or services and does not release the recipient from exercising his/her own judgment. The recipient is in particular recommended to check that the 
information provided is in line with his/her own circumstances with regard to any legal, regulatory, tax or other consequences, if necessary with the help of a 
professional advisor. This document may not be reproduced either in part or in full without the written permission of Lightrock. It is not intended for persons 
who, due to their nationality, place of residence, or any other reason are not permitted access to such information under local law. Neither this information 
material nor any copy thereof may be sent, taken into or distributed in the United States or to U. S. persons. Every investment involves risk, especially with 
regard to fluctuations in value and return. Investments in foreign currencies involve the additional risk that the foreign currency might lose value against the 
investor's reference currency. It should be noted that historical returns and financial market scenarios are no guarantee of future performance.


